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ABSTRACT
Objectives: Common mental disorders are a major
contributor to the burden of disease in developing
countries. An assessment was carried out of whether
food insecurity and exposure to stressful life events, two
common features of life in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), are
associated with symptoms of mental disorders among
adults.
Methods: The Gilgel Gibe Growth and Development
Study (GGGDS) is an ongoing cohort study in rural
Ethiopia. Participants of the GGGDS were randomly
selected from households from a complete census of
persons living in the area. The Hopkins Symptom Checklist
and the Harvard Trauma Questionnaire were used to
assess anxiety and depression and post-traumatic stress
symptoms.
Results: Among 902 adult participants, food insecurity,
stressful life events and symptoms of common mental
disorders were highly prevalent. In separate multivariate
models adjusting for potential confounders, food
insecurity and stressful life events were independently
associated with high symptoms of depression, anxiety
and post-traumatic stress.
Conclusions: Potentially modifiable stressors may
influence variation in common mental disorders in
Ethiopia, and SSA more generally. These findings suggest
that the negative effects of food insecurity extend beyond
nutritional outcomes and that interventions that promote
food security may also positively influence adult mental
health in the region.

There is increasing recognition that common
mental disorders are a major contributor to the
global burden of disease and that the impact of this
burden is substantial in developed and developing
countries.1 Global estimates of the burden of
disease suggest that the burden of common mental
disorders is similar to, and in many cases greater
than, that of many physical health disorders.1 2 It is
also increasingly recognised that common mental
disorders may have intergenerational conse-
quences. For example, evidence is emerging that
chronic psychosocial stress among pregnant
women may have deleterious effects on fetal
development, and negatively affects selected par-
enting and caregiving practices.3

The recognition of the burden of common
mental disorders signals a shift in global public
health away from a nearly exclusive focus on
infectious diseases and diseases of undernutrition
to a broader aim of identifying the causes of poor
health. Although there is an abundance of research
about the underlying conditions that ultimately

lead to common mental disorders in the developed
world, far less is known about the determinants of
common mental disorders in low-income develop-
ing countries. This is a critical gap because
identifying the factors that influence common
mental disorders and the role that these disorders
play in shaping poor overall health may have
substantial implications for development of effec-
tive interventions in poorer countries.4 5

Food insecurity, defined as insecure access to
sufficient food for an active and healthy life, is a
massive, but often neglected, public health and
human rights concern in many developing coun-
tries.6 7 In many regions of sub-Saharan Africa
(SSA), more than one-third of households are food
insecure.7 It is expected that by 2020 the number of
people in SSA who will experience severe food
insecurity will double.8 Public health concern
regarding food insecurity often focuses on the
nutrition-related consequences of food insecurity,
but ethnographic and community-based studies
have suggested that the uncertainty and unpredict-
ability that characterise food-insecure households
may also promote anxiety and depression.9 10 These
studies either have been qualitative in nature,
focused only on women, or have taken place in
developed country settings. Furthermore, these
conditions may be exacerbated by chronic stressful
life events including economic problems and
episodic natural and human-made stressors, each
of which reinforces and entrenches food insecur-
ity.11 12 Stressors may include loss of property,
displacement, observing or involvement in beat-
ings, and insecure access to healthcare. Commonly
experienced stressors also include illness and death,
which are highly prevalent in developing country
settings such as Ethiopia where the infant mortal-
ity rate in rural areas is 127/1000 live births and the
maternal mortality ratio is 653 per 100 000.13

Despite the observation that stressful life events
and food insecurity are two highly prevalent
features of life in much of the developing world,
there has been little research that has considered
the role of these potentially modifiable conditions
in shaping mental health.2 5

The objective of this study was to examine the
association between the experience of food inse-
curity, stressful life events and low socioeconomic
status (SES), and common mental disorders,
including depression, anxiety and post-traumatic
stress (PTS) in adults living in a rural area in
Ethiopia. We hypothesised that food insecurity,
exposure to stressful life events and low SES would
be independent predictors of symptoms of anxiety,
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depression and PTS among adult men and women living in rural
southwest Ethiopia.

METHODS

Sample
This study took place in Jimma zone, southwest Ethiopia, in the
Gilgel Gibe area outside Jimma Town. This is a primarily rural
area where the principal occupation is subsistence agriculture.
In the past years large numbers of inhabitants have been
affected by the construction of a hydroelectric dam, which
disrupted lives and livelihoods and forced many people from
their homes and to relocate to nearby towns and villages.

The Gilgel Gibe Growth and Development Study (GGGDS) is
a cohort study of families in the Gilgel Gibe region that is
concerned with adult mental health and child development. The
study involves questionnaire and anthropometric information
collected from the parents, and developmental assessments
conducted on their children. We report here on baseline
information collected from the parents.

Jimma University conducts ongoing complete demographic
surveillance in the Gilgel Gibe area that is used to collect vital
data for a complete census of the population of some 8000
households in the Gilgel Gibe area. Records are updated multiple
times each year and there are high levels of support from the
community so refusals are rare. The cohort baseline for the
GGGDS was a random sample of households that had a child
between the ages of 3 and 24 months from the universe of all
births in Gilgel Gibe in the 2 years prior to the estimated start
date of the survey (,2000 births). We sampled 550 households
at baseline. From these, 79 households were not included
because the children were unable to be located, had died or had
moved from the study area. An additional 20 households were
excluded because the father was not living in the household or
could not be located. Thus, the overall response rate was 82%.
Data were collected between December 2006 and January 2007.

A structured questionnaire was developed and administered
to participants by 10 interviewers. Questionnaires and consent
documents were developed in English then translated and back
translated into the two dominant languages in the study area—
Amharic and Affan Oromifa—by native speakers. Interviewers
underwent a week-long training period that included cognitive
interviewing, practice interviewing and role playing. Tests were
periodically administered throughout the week to assess knowl-
edge of the questionnaire. Following the training, interviewers
undertook a pilot study. Pilot data were also checked for
consistency, outliers and missing values. After the pilot,
interviewers and investigators met to discuss experiences and
issues and to finalise questionnaires. Upon finalising the
questionnaire, households were visited and all participants were
interviewed in their house in a private area. Husbands and wives
were interviewed separately using questionnaires developed
specifically for men and women. Written informed consent was
obtained from all participants. The Institutional Review Boards
of the University of Michigan and Jimma University reviewed
and approved the study protocol.

Survey domains
Household level food insecurity was measured with a seven-
item scale based on those used and validated previously in
diverse settings in developing countries.14–16 Women and men
were separately asked whether because food ran out or money
was not enough to buy food, in the last 3 months, they: (1)
worried about running out of food, (2) ran out of food, (3)

reduced the variety of food for their children, (4) did not have
enough food to give their children to eat, (5) or the other adult
did not eat enough, (6) spent the whole day without food, and
(7) or anyone else in the household had ever had to ask others
for food or money to buy food. These items were scored as yes/
no and analysis showed that the scale had high internal
consistency (Cronbach’s alpha 0.93), so responses of the
husband and wife were summed. Maternal and paternal
summed scores were also highly correlated (p,0.001), so the
average was taken to represent the household’s food insecurity
situation. This score was initially divided into low, medium and
high levels of food insecurity, but analyses revealed no
differences between the low and medium food-insecure
categories. We therefore coded the food security variable into
a dichotomous variable with a value of 1 indicating food
security and a value of zero indicating food insecurity.

The Harvard Trauma Questionnaire (HTQ) was used to
measure exposure to stressful life events over the course of an
individual’s life. The HTQ consists of a list of 40 stressful life
events and 16 items used to categorised individuals as
experiencing PTS disorder, and has been used widely in
developing country settings.17 18 The stressful life events scale
asks whether the respondent has ever experienced 40 different
life events. We modified the instrument slightly to make it more
locally appropriate by removing three items that were not
culturally appropriate for men. We added one item, marriage by
abduction, for women as this has been reported in rural
Ethiopia. The total number of stressful life events experienced
by each respondent was calculated; this was used in a
continuous and dichotomous fashion (see below).

Household SES was measured using three different indicators.
First, a set of material assets was asked of each household. Items
were summed and households’ SES was categorised based on
whether the household was above or below the median asset
ownership. The second indicator of household SES was based on
animal and livestock ownership; a summary score was created
and households below the median level of ownership were
categorised as having low livestock ownership. Men also
provided a subjective measure of household SES by responding
to a pictorial scale. This scale, called the ladder, presents
respondents with a picture of a ladder and they are asked to
place themselves on the ladder relative to those in their
community who have the most and those who have the least.19

Interviewers reported that respondents immediately grasped the
concept of the ladder. Women provided corresponding responses
to some of the material items and these were highly associated
with their partner’s responses. We therefore used the men’s
responses as estimates of the household SES. Measures of SES
were dichotomised because there was less variation than we had
anticipated; we had originally planned to include other
measures such as household attributes but these show very
little variation (table 1).

Additional control variables included were age (years), gender
and body mass index (BMI). BMI was dichotomised into greater
than or equal to 18.5 and less than 18.5, which is considered
indicative of chronic energy deficiency (CED).20 Information on
educational status was not collected since it is known to be very
low in the study population.

Key dependent variables
The Hopkins Symptom Checklist-25 (HSCL) was used to assess
maternal and paternal symptoms of anxiety and depression.
The HSCL is an inventory of anxiety (10 items) and depressive
symptoms (15 items) and has been used and validated in a range
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of culturally and economically diverse settings.18 21 22 The
instrument has been used extensively in vulnerable populations,
such as refugees and war survivors, and in a range of cross-
cultural contexts including East Africa.18 22 23 For each item,
respondents were asked to identify whether they had experi-
enced the item and the severity of the symptom on a four-point
Likert scale in the 2 weeks prior to the survey. These include
statements such as ‘‘In the past week how bothered have you
been by your heart pounding or racing?’’ and ‘‘In the past week
how bothered were you by feeling low in energy, slowed
down?’’ Using the scoring strategies previously employed by
others,24–27 we calculated three variables from the HSCL. First,
we calculated the average item score by summing across all
items and dividing by 25. Respondents with an average item
score over 1.75 were categorised as distressed. We used the same
procedure and summed across the first 10 items to create a
measure of high symptoms of anxiety and summed across the
remaining 15 items to obtain a measure of high symptoms of
depression. The HSCL is not a diagnostic tool, but we assume
that higher scores are indicative of greater likelihood of having a
common mental disorder.

PTS symptoms were assessed using a 16-item HTQ inventory
based on the Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders,
4th edition (DSM-IV) post-traumatic stress disorder criteria. Items
were assessed with a four-point Likert scale and items were
summed across the 16-item scale. For the purpose of this analysis
we summed PTS responses in the Likert scale, and divided the
sum by 16, the total number of items. There are two commonly
used cut-offs for determining whether a participant is ‘‘checklist
positive’’ for PTS; these are 2.0 and 2.5. Although 2.5 was
originally used as a cut-off, more recent studies suggest that 2.0
may be more reasonable.18 In this paper we use the 2.0 cut-off.

Statistical methods
Univariate statistics were used to describe the sample, the
prevalence and distribution of key independent variables, and to

report the prevalence of anxiety and depression and PTS.
Bivariate tests, namely the x2 test and the Spearman’s
correlation, were used to assess the associations between
hypothesised predictor variables and the dependent variables
of interest. Generalised estimating equations (GEEs) were used
to separately model the relations among food insecurity,
exposure to stressful life events, SES and the three mental
health indicators while controlling for potentially confounding
variables. GEE models account for the possible non-indepen-
dence between respondents given the sampling design whereby
husband and wife were living in the same household. The
criterion for statistical significance was set at 0.05. All statistical
tests were carried out in SAS V.9.1.

RESULTS
Complete data were available for 902 individuals (ie, 451
husband–wife pairs) for analyses. As indicated by features of the
respondents’ homes, poverty is endemic in the study area
(table 1). For example, a majority (98%) of the homes had
earthen floors, thatched roofs (79%), and mud walls (98%).
Most respondents received their drinking water from unpro-
tected wells or springs, with only 9% having direct access to
piped water. Fewer than two-thirds of homes had access to
private or public latrines and 40% were relying on open air
‘‘facilities’’. Men and women reported high levels of food
insecurity. Mean scores for men were 2.7 items and 2.9 for
women (maximum of 7, endorsing all food-insecurity items);
this difference was not significant (p = 0.32). Scores were also
correlated (p,0.001) and showed high agreement
(kappa = 0.72), further suggesting that both measures serve as
an indicator of household food insecurity status.

The three measures of household SES were correlated with
one another (p,0.01) and with household food insecurity.
Food-insecure households were more likely to be in the low-
livestock category (p = 0.04), the low-material goods category
(p,0.01) and to have a lower score on the ladder (p,0.01).

Men were on average older than their wives (mean age 33.5
years vs 26.1 years, p,0.01; table 2). Men had an average BMI of
19 (standard deviation (SD) 2.1), which was lower than the
average BMI of women (19.4, SD 2.1; p,0.01); a difference
consistent with other studies in Ethiopia.28 More than one-third
of respondents had a BMI less than 18.5, which is an
internationally recognised indicator of chronic energy defi-
ciency, and men were more likely to have a BMI less than 18.5
than were women.20

From a possible 37 stressful life events, men experienced on
average 5.7 events (SD 3.54). Out of a possible 40 items, women
experienced on average 2.9 (SD 2.17; p,0.01). After accounting
for the difference in the total number of items that men and
women could answer, the gender difference remained signifi-
cantly different (p,0.01). The five most commonly endorsed
items for men were witnessing beatings to the head or body
(72%), imprisonment (53%), confiscation or destruction of
property (53%), beating to the body (49%) and lack of food and
water (36%). For women, the five most commonly endorsed
items were witnessing beatings to the head or body (48%),
confiscation or destruction of personal property (39%), beatings
to the body (31%), lack of food or water (25%) and lack of
healthcare when it was needed (19%). Interestingly, 15 items
were endorsed by more than 10% of men whereas only 10 items
were endorsed by more than 10% of women. For the most part
there was a high degree of overlap in stressors experienced by
men and women. Of those endorsed by at least 10% of women,
nine were also endorsed by at least 10% of men (sexual abuse

Table 1 Household characteristics of baseline participants in the Gilgel
Gibe Growth and Development Study (n = 451 households)

Household variables* Mean (SD) Percentage

SES ladder (min 0, max 10 higher levels indicate higher
SES)

2.9 (1.3)

Food-insecure score (min 1, max 7 higher score indicates
greater insecurity)

2.8 (2.8)

Food secure (summed food-insecure score (4) 66

House floor material

Earthen 98

Other 2

House roof material

Thatched 79

Other 21

Wall material

Mud 98

Other 2

Source of drinking water

Unprotected well or spring 54

Protected well or spring 16

River 22

Piped 9

Toilet facility

Private toilet or public toilet facility 59

Open area used as toilet facility 40

*Mean and standard deviation shown unless otherwise indicated.
SES, socioeconomic status.
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was not mentioned by men, but was mentioned by women).
Men, however, differentially nominated items related to forced
separation from family, imprisonment and forced labour.

Women (42%) were more likely than men (37%) to be
categorised as distressed, but this difference was not statistically
significant (p = 0.08; table 2). Just over 42% of respondents had
an anxiety score greater than the 1.75 cut-off, and 36% had a
depression score above the 1.75 cut-off. Women were more
likely than men to have an elevated anxiety score (47% vs 37%;
p,0.01). There was no difference between the sexes in the
prevalence of high depressive symptoms (37% women vs 35% of
men; p = 0.49). Using the 2.0 cut-off, 19% of respondents were
classified with high PTS symptoms (20% of men and 17% of
women; p = 0.2).

Distress, high symptoms of anxiety, depression and PTS were
associated with adult nutritional status, SES, stressful life
events and food insecurity (table 3). Individuals with a low BMI
were more likely to be categorised as distressed and to have high
symptoms of anxiety, high symptoms of depression and high
PTS. There was no difference in the prevalence of distress
(p = 0.22) or high symptoms of anxiety (p = 0.49) across
different levels of material wealth, but 40% of individuals in
homes with low material goods had high depressive symptoms
compared with 32% in households with high material goods
(p = 0.01). High material goods were also associated with lower
PTS (p = 0.04). Among households with high livestock holdings,
45% of individuals were distressed, whereas distress was
observed among 37% of individuals in low-livestock holding
households (p = 0.02) but livestock holdings were not associated
with the other outcomes. Finally, individuals categorised as
distressed (p,0.01), having high anxiety (p,0.01), having high
depressive symptoms (p,0.001) and having PTS (p,0.001)
scored lower on the SES ladder.

Household food-insecurity status and exposure to stressful
life events was associated with distress, high symptoms of
anxiety, high symptoms of depression and high PTS. In food-
insecure households, 65% respondents were distressed compared
with 34% in food-secure households (p,0.01). High symptoms
of depression (62%) and anxiety (65%) were also more common
in food-insecure households than in food-secure homes (27%
and 34%, respectively; p,0.01). PTS was also more prevalent
among those in food-insecure households (p,0.01). Exposure to
stressful life events was associated with the overall measure of
distress and with high symptoms of anxiety and depression and
PTS. Those in the distressed group were exposed to 5.2 (SD 3.3)

events compared with 3.7 (SD 3.1; p,0.01) among the non-
distressed group. Similarly large differences emerged when
comparing trauma exposure among those in the high anxiety
symptoms (p,0.01) and high depression symptoms groups
(p,0.01). Among those who had experienced high levels of
stressful events, 35% were categorised into the high PTS group
compared with 9% who had experienced low levels of stressful
life events (p,0.01). Indeed, persons with PTS had experienced
on average 6.5 stressful life events (SD 3.6) whereas those
without PTS had experienced 3.7 events (SD 2.9; p,0.01).

In the multivariable models (table 4), food insecurity,
exposure to stressful life events and low SES remained
independent predictors of high symptoms of anxiety, depres-
sion, PTS and distress independently of one another and
potential confounders. Across all outcomes, individuals in
food-insecure households were more likely to have symptoms
indicative of a common mental disorder. Similarly, also across
all outcomes, greater exposure to stressful life events was
associated with a greater likelihood of high symptoms of
common mental disorders. High perceived SES, as measured by
the ladder, was broadly protective against mental health
symptoms, although to a lesser extent for PTS. High livestock
holdings were predictive of distress but the other measures of
material wealth was not. Chronic energy deficiency (ie, low
BMI) was associated with high symptoms of anxiety, depres-
sion and distress, and there was a trend for those with PTS to
have low BMI (p = 0.1). Women were also more likely to have
high symptoms of all common mental disorders studied.

DISCUSSION
Using data from a population-based representative sample of
households in a rural area of Ethiopia we found that food
insecurity, exposure to stressful life events and low SES were
associated with high symptoms of common mental disorders.

There are several limitations that should be considered in
interpreting this work. We are not aware of prior work
validating the HSCL and the HTQ in rural Ethiopian popula-
tions. Therefore, no inference can be drawn about psychiatric
diagnoses in this population. However, the HSCL and the HTQ
have been used widely in different cultures and contexts.18

Another limitation of this study is that the cross-sectional
analysis limits inference about directionality of association
between exposure to measures of deprivation and stressful
events and exposure to measures of psychiatric function.
Therefore, it is possible that persons with a priori mental illness

Table 2 Selected characteristics of study participants (nmen = 451, nwomen = 451)

Men* Women* p Value

Age, years 33.4 (8.4) 26 (5.5) ,0.01

Height, cm 169.7 (7.0) 157.0 (8.2) ,0.01

Weight, kg 54.8 (6.9) 47.8 (6.2) ,0.01

BMI (kg/(m6m)) 19.0 (2.1) 19.4 (2.1) ,0.02

Low BMI (,18.5) 43% 33% ,0.01

Trauma exposure, no. events ever exposed 5.7 (3.5) 3 (2.2) ,0.01

High symptoms of anxiety{ 37% 47% ,0.01

High symptoms of depression{ 35% 37% 0.49

Distress" 37% 42% 0.08

PTS1 21% 17% 0.21

*Mean and standard deviation shown, unless otherwise indicated.
{Assessed as mean score of items 1–10 on the HSCL >1.75.
{Assessed as mean score of items 11–25 on the HSCL >1.75.
"Assessed as HSCL >1.75.
1Assessed as HTQ >2.0.
BMI, body mass index; PTS, post-traumatic stress.
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are less likely to achieve food security or are exposed to more
stressful life events as a result of their mental illness. However,
somewhat mitigating this concern is that longitudinal studies in
developed world settings have shown that individuals who
become food insufficient are more likely to develop symptoms
of common mental disorders;29 our observations here suggest a
comparable pattern in a developing world setting. It is possible
too that because we sampled households with children our
results do not extend to households without children. A final
consideration is our use of the stressor scale: we summed across
all stressful events, an approach that was selected given that we
were primarily concerned with a cumulative measure of life
stress. It is likely that some of these events are more damaging
to mental heath than others, and perhaps should have been
weighted as such. However, lacking contextual information on
how these events are perceived and when they occurred in the
life course, we elected to pursue the more conservative approach
that we have taken. A more appropriate approach would be to

elicit stressors and weights from the study communities; we
hope to do this in a future survey.

Strengths of the study include the use of a representative
sample of the study area, the separate interviewing of men and
women, and the inclusion of a wide array of covariates. The
measures of SES were all interrelated and associated with food
insecurity, which is expected given that more resources are
assumed to offer protection against periods of food insecurity
and moderate the impact of various negative stressors. Also,
even though the SES ladder was answered only by men, it still
was strongly associated with maternal mental health symp-
toms. Further, women’s responses to questions on household
SES were all highly associated with their spouses’ responses;
these associations speak to our ability to properly characterise
the household’s socioeconomic status.

The finding that food insecurity is associated with indicators
of common mental disorders is consistent with studies from
developed countries,30–32 and from other smaller studies carried

Table 3 Bivariate associations between predictor variables and elevated symptoms of anxiety, depression,
distress and post-traumatic stress (n = 902)

High anxiety
symptoms (%)*

High depression
symptoms (%){ Distress (%){ PTS (%)"

BMI >18.5 37.9 31.8 34.9 15.8

BMI ,18.5 48.5 43.1 46.5 24.6

p value1 0.0017 ,0.001 ,0.001 0.0012

High goods 40.9 32.4 37.4 16.6

Low goods 43.2 40.4 41.6 22.1

p value1 0.49 0.012 0.20 0.037

High livestock 46.1 39.7 45.7 20.7

Low livestock 40.6 34.9 37.2 18.7

p value1 0.14 0.19 0.022 0.49

High ladder 36.5 30.5 32.4 15

Low ladder 49.2 43.6 48.5 24.6

p value1 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001

Food secure 33.6 27.6 30.9 14.9

Food insecure 58.5 52.9 55.9 27.6

p value1 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001

Low trauma exposure 33.5 26.5 30.3 9.0

High trauma exposure 55.6 51.6 53.9 35.5

p value1 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001

*Assessed as mean score of items 1–10 on the HSCL >1.75.
{Assessed as mean score of items 11–25 on the HSCL >1.75.
{Assessed as mean score on the HSCL >1.75.
"Assessed as mean score on the HTQ >2.0.
1x2 test.
BMI, body mass index; PTS, post-traumatic stress.

Table 4 Multivariate generalised estimating equation models predicting common mental disorders (n = 902)

Variable

High anxiety symptoms* High depression symptoms{ Distress{ PTS"

B p Value B p Value B p Value B p Value

Food secure 21.04 ,0.01 21.22 ,0.01 21.14 ,0.01 20.63 ,0.01

Stressful life events 0.14 ,0.01 0.15 ,0.01 0.14 ,0.01 0.26 ,0.001

High SES ladder 20.23 0.01 20.18 0.01 20.24 ,0.01 20.2 0.06

Female 0.95 ,0.01 0.71 ,0.01 0.8 ,0.01 0.76 ,0.01

BMI ,18.5 0.32 0.03 0.32 0.03 0.33 0.03 0.29 0.10

High goods 0.13 0.42 20.18 0.30 0.03 0.88 20.23 0.29

High livestock 0.33 0.08 0.35 0.07 0.52 ,0.01 0.21 0.42

Age 0.01 0.50 0.01 0.19 0.01 0.32 0.02 0.29

*Assessed as mean score of items 1–10 on the HSCL >1.75.
{Assessed as mean score of items 11–25 on the HSCL >1.75.
{Assessed as mean score on the HSCL >1.75.
"Assessed as mean score on the HTQ >2.0.
BMI, body mass index; PTS, post-traumatic stress; SES, socioeconomic status.
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out in other SSA countries, and has resounding implications for
population health given the prevalence of food insecurity in the
world. Hunger is commonly reported as the most pressing
concern among rural East Africans. A study of psychosocial
stress among 45 women from northern Kenya found that
hunger was the most commonly reported ‘‘daily bother’’
followed by a list of other traumatic events including armed
cattle raiding (eg, theft), illness and frequent movement (ie,
displacement).10 Also, in a free listing exercise in a study of two
ethnic groups of women in Tanzania, ‘‘hunger’’ was reported as
one of the most stressful daily occurrences.23 Mothers among
one of the ethnic groups (n = 67) reported hunger as the most
pressing concern, while hunger was the second most nominated
item among the other ethnic group (n = 49). Food availability
has also emerged as the most salient stressor in a study of
several East African pastoralist communities.33 Following up on
these qualitative studies, Hadley and Patil9 showed that food
insecurity was associated with symptoms of anxiety and
depression in two Tanzanian communities (n = 449 mothers).
The study reported here confirms and extends these findings.
Collectively, the findings are particularly relevant in the SSA
context because 33% of people living in SSA are undernourished,
a widely used indicator of food insecurity. Unlike many other
parts of the world, the persistent food insecurity experienced in
SSA is expected to increase in the coming decades.34 35 Results
such as ours, and those from developed counties, suggest that
the population health consequences of food insecurity extend
beyond undernutrition and very probably include common
mental disorders as well. These results should help draw
attention to the importance of food insecurity as a determinant
of population health and bolster attempts to raise awareness of
the importance of the right to food.36 Future research studies
should examine the extent to which food insecurity affects
mental health through dietary intake or through infusing
uncertainty and unpredictability into household environments.

Our results also call attention to the high prevalence of
exposure to stressful life events and the possible impact of that
exposure on health and well-being even in non-conflict settings;
something that has been well studied in developed countries.37

Although world attention focuses on SSA intermittently when
there are mass traumas such as the complex humanitarian
emergencies of west Africa and Sudan or the recent ‘‘natural’’
disasters such as the East African floods which led to the
displacement of an estimated 122 500 people in Ethiopia alone,
the vast majority of the stressful life events studied here are not
associated with acute disasters but rather reflect the daily
stressors of life in SSA. For example, two of the most commonly
reported stressors among men and women were witnessing
beatings and destruction of property. Given other known data
on intimate partner violence, these data are not surprising and
suggest potential underreporting in our study. Garcia-Moreno
and colleagues38 report in their study of Ethiopia that more than
70% of women have experienced physical or sexual abuse by a
partner. We also report a high rate of imprisonment among men
in these communities (but not women). This is probably due to
the fact that farmers in the study area can be held in detention if
they do not pay the taxation on their land or pay for fertilisers.
Consistent with other studies, these stressors appear to
contribute to an astonishingly high prevalence of common
mental disorders in the context of an area where there is no
formal active conflict.4 The data presented here are a sobering
reflection on the challenges of life in some of the poorer parts of
the world and the relation of these daily challenges to mental
and physical health and functioning.

The results of this study suggest that widespread food
insecurity and stressful life events probably have more dama-
ging effects on human performance in SSA than previously
believed. Previous work has tended to focus on the nutritional
aspects of food insecurity and on the acute, but temporary,
influence of conflict. Our work suggests otherwise. Separate and
apart from their influence on adult health, there is growing
evidence which suggests that anxiety and depression influence
children’s health and well-being as well.39 Maternal psychosocial
stress has been linked with preterm delivery and behavioural
problems. For example, Patel and collaborators40 documented a
consistent and robust relationship between maternal mental
health (anxiety and depression) and birth outcomes in a cohort
study of children born in Goa, India. More generally, our results
highlight the important role of political, economic or macro-
social stressors on individual health and well-being. We refer to
these as macrosocial in the sense that, although they are
experienced at the individual level, the more distal causes are
outside the direct influence of the affected individuals. This is a
point that has been made by others.41–43 Certainty in land
tenure, assistance during crises, investment in rural agriculture
and internal peace are just a few of the macrolevel determinates
of food insecurity and trauma. Future research should attempt

What is already known on this subject

There is an abundance of research about the underlying
conditions that promote common mental disorders in the
developed world but far less is known about the determinants
of common mental disorders in low-income developing countries.
Specifically, although stressful life events and food insecurity are
two highly prevalent features of life in much of the developing
world, there has been little research that has considered the role
of these potentially modifiable conditions in shaping mental
health.

What this study adds

This study shows that potentially modifiable stressors may
influence symptoms of common mental disorders in sub-Saharan
Africa. Specifically, food insecurity and stressful life events were
independently associated with high symptoms of depression,
anxiety and post-traumatic stress symptoms. These findings
suggest that secure access to food has health impacts that
extend beyond nutritional outcomes, and offer suggestions for
intervention strategies aimed at improving population mental
health.

Policy implications

Results such as ours suggest that the population health
consequences of food insecurity extend beyond undernutrition
and very likely include common mental disorders as well. These
results should help draw attention to the importance of food
insecurity as a determinant of population health and bolster
attempts to raise awareness of the importance of the right to
food.

Research report
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to more closely link these levels and elucidate the pathways
through which individuals are affected.
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